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When a CrisisOccurs The Peer Support Team Process
When the staff on a nursing unit are
feeling overwhelmed, there has been no
one to call fur help. Sometimes, Pastoral
Care, EAP, Social Service or the psychiatricclinical specialist would beca1led. There
wasn't a system or people always available
to come to the unit's aid. In spite of their
own hurts, the staff continued to provide
care fur their patients.
OnNovember4thischanged.
Facilitators and Peer Support Team members will
have had intensive trainingtosupponunits
suffering from the emotional impact of
losing a patient or a staff member or dealing with ethical issues.
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The system is designed to become a
"normal" process when a unit is in crisis.
Some criteria fur automatic referral include:

2) death ofa patient (long-term or unexpected)
3) injury or illness of a staff member
4) event where there is a question of
harm to a patient
The team may also be called for ethical
issues or any issues creating a unit crisis.
Anyone can call the team. The process
is as follows:
1) the crisis occurs
2) ca1l776-8261 - a message can be left
any time night or day
3) after the call is received, a facilitator
will be notified
4) the facilitator contacts Head Nurse
and arranges time and place of meeting.
Continued on Page 2

A refreshing walk un lunch break cheers a
stressful spirit.

1) death ofa staff member

Dealing With 7he Reality of Stress
Interested in
sounding off
about nursing ...
and maybe
making some
serious money,
too?
SeePageS

We are nurses and enormously enjoy
our work, but are burdened by stress. We
chose this profession. Through a process
of education, we attained alevel of superior
technical skill. We are supported in the
faith that there is a real meaning and value
to human life. Thus we began a career that
requires much time and energy.
We are frequently exposed to stressful
situations in the workplace. Thisresultsin
an outpouring of adrenalin which quickly
mobilizes our energy to meet the situation(s)
head on. Should this type of stress persist,
we continue to atrempt to adapt to it,
gradually depleting our energy reserve.
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Eventuallywe are confronted byunrelieved
stress which begins to translate into fatigue
or chronic tiredness. Listening seems superficial. Our posture reflects a sadness
and a tone of indifference while internally
there is avacillating sense of sorrow, anger,
fear, loss of control and craziness. We feel
our loving, harmonious, confident being
has been reduced to a "babbling idiot". In
our need to fulfill our responsibilities, we
pull this emotionally vulnerable self together only to be compromised by the
onset of nausea, chest pain, headache, or
some other physical symptom. Because
our emotion is non-tangible, our physical
Continued on Page 2
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Dealing With The Reality of Stress
Continued from page 1
pain becomes real. Then resentment, impatience, irritability and general dysfunctional behavior evolve.
It is easy to fix blame, or maintain the
environmental status asitis and try to cope.
Most of the time we rush through our days,
task and goal oriented as they may be, and
never stop to wonder at anything or to
enjoy the marvelous things that are happening. The demands of the workplace,
coupled with individual and subtle uncontrollable incidents, continue to occur day
to day. We must take control of our lives
and live them ... work them.
We need to ask ourselves, is it possible
to explore stressful feelings, and fucus on
what precipitates the negative responses,
and begin to change it? Can we alter the
contributing factors? Can we identify our
reactions with an ongoing open awareness
and attempt to redirect our reaction in a
more positive and healthy response? We
should recognize that as we take on responsibility, we are equally qualified to take
on certain rights that go with that responsibility. We have the right to be treated
with respect, the right to express our feelings and opinions, the right to be listened
to and to be taken seriously, the right to set
our own priorities, the right to ask fur what
we want, and the right to make mistakes.
We need to be comfortable with our own
philosophy of life, religion, and value system. Weneed to maintain a senseofhumor
that does not become lost in a seriousness
of purpose.

changing medical arena, comfortablywithstanding staffing ratios, high census, budgetary barriers, over-riding priorities, and
personal conflicts, we need to find our own
releases, comfon measures, and pillars of
suppon. It begins with coming to know
ourselves, our aspirations and our limitations. We need to acknowledge our feelings and not hold onto unrealistic expectations' clarifying with our colleagues and
supervisors what is real and appropriate.
We must realize we are not responsible fur
everyone else's agenda nor must we bear
the burden of their conduct. Utilizing our
value system and our intellect, we put into
place essential rest, nutrition, and exercise
and we collate enjoyable diversional activity, sources of open communication and
team building, retreats and, if necessary,
personal counseling resources.
Positive stress motivates us to achieve
our goals, further develop our skills, channelourinterests, and challenge our creativity. In time we can be capable of completing our work while successfully integrating
quality performances, effective time constraints, and financial limitations or controls. In addition, we can competently
understand and respect the integrity and
effon of all panicipants of our workforce.
It takes a commitment and deliberate effort, but we will be pleased with our emotional outcome and we will be healthier
and happier fur it.
Judith

D. Garbush,

RN

Director of Patient Care
Lehigh Valley Hospice

Ifwewish to continue our role in an ever

The Peer Support
Team Process
Continued frrnn, page 1
5) the team meets with the unit (an ho,
and a halfareneeded of uninterrupted time
to meet the goals of the program).
The team consists of the facilitator and
two team members.
At least one team
member will be from a similar unit. The
group meeting will be utilized to process
the event with the intent of relieving unit
stress and/or improve problem solving.
The program will be evaluated after 6
months to determineifchanges
are needed
and if the program is beneficial.
If you would like further information,
please contact Karen Peterson ext. 8777 or
one of the Peer Support Team Committee
members.

Committee

Members

Darlene Matthias, 5T
Emily J ean Gilbert, Pastoral Care
Ann Pierre, Clinical Social Work
Joan Hoffman, Clinical Social Work
Louise Drexinger, 4C
Mary Lenahan-Durnin,

6C

Molly Sebastian, TOHU
Marilyn Guidi, STU
Karen Peterson, Psychiatry

Facilitators
Fran Caruano
Emily Jean Gilben
Ben Hironimus
Liz Vega N eel
Karen Landis
Mary Ellen O'Connell
Janice Barber
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HealthEast, a TWt-for-profit regional bealtbcare system, if more than 8,000 professionals, emphyees and volunteers working to provide you with quality, cumprehensive health
services.
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A Day In The Life

I'll Be Michael's
Nurse Today
ikemany early mornings, Joan is on
her way to work. Only one sight ever
makes these trips pleasant, the sunrise.
Today's is spectacular. There is something special about winter skiesat dawn. Orange,
purple, blue and black fluff together, carrying
brilliant red clouds across the sky. Music springs
from the speakers andJoan sings along - "Don't
let the sun catch you crying!" Her thoughts drift
to her two young sons. When she kissed their
sleeping cheeks this morning, her lipstick left a
mark. She chuckled, knowing how annoyed
they'd be. She, however, felt like she was leaving
a bit of herself on this peaceful Sunday morning.

L
Few people
could do the
work she's
chosen.

She arrives at the hospital with a few minutes
to spare, grabs a cup of coffee, then enters the
leu.
It's buzzing, already! One night nurse
dashes by and Joan almost spills her precious
coffee onto her scrubs.
"Sorry," said Rhonda.
"It's ok. Hey, what's going on? This place
looks like a zoo!" questions Joan.
"What a night! Ifl were you I'd quick leave
before anyone sees you!" Rhonda teases. Joan
smiles. Excitement isher "thing". ltisn'tthatshe
delights in seeing people so sick. Few people
could do the work she's chosen. She wishes she
had a nickel for every time someone said, "How
can you do this?" Butjoan loves the challenge of
a really critically ill patient.

The two nurses'
eyes meet and
the unspoken
exchange begins
the story.

Nurses toke good care oftheirpatients, in tune to every
need. But do they take good care of themselves?
"Michael is 16 years young, an unrestrained
passenger in a motor vehicle accident, car vs.
tree. The driver was fatallyinjured. Michael was
found on the roadside, unresponsive, posturing
with poor respiratory effort, and weakpulses. He
was intubated and immediately transported to
the Emergency Department, where resuscitation continued. His injuries are severe maxillofacial fractures, and closed head injury. CT scan
of the brain revealed intraventricular hemorrhage and moderate cerebral edema. During the
resuscitative efforts his neurological status deteriorated and he is flaccid and unresponsive to
pain. In the Emergency Room his pupils were
5mm equally and sluggishly reactive.
Neurosurgery suspects his prognosis is grim. At
present, all vital signs are stable, but urinary
output is tremendous, suspicious of Diabetes
Insipidus. His neuro status is unchanged. His
pupils cannot be evaluated because his head is
wrapped with an ace bandage to stop the bleeding from multiple facial lacerations and his coagulation studies are elevated.

She glances at the assignment board to see
with whom she'd spend the next twelve hours.
His name is Michael. She approaches the bedside for report from Amy. The two nurses' eyes
meet and the unspoken exchange begins the
story. Then Joan sees the woman and man
standing on either side of the bed. This room is
filled with fear and sadness.
"Hello, I'm Joan.
today."

I'll be Michael's nurse

A Grim Report
Amy and the parents say their good-byes,
good lucks and thank yous. Then they kiss their
son'shands and agree to get some breakfast. Amy
givesJoan report.

Continued on Page 4
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I'll Be Michael's Nurse Today
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Not A Scratch
Joan's assessment of Michael is quick.
Everything is stable. During his bath, she
inspects his body. There is not a scratch.
She bathes his arms and legs, the muscles
are firm, but relaxed and smooth. Then
a thought occurs, perhaps she should
have asked his mother to help her. Of
course, he probably hadn't let his mother
see him naked for sometime. But here is
a stranger touching this mother's son.
This might be the last of his days. She
might be the last person to touch this
young body. Joan feels a little guilty,
becauseit'stoolatetoaskhismother. She
isnearlyfinished. Shewonderswhatkind
of boy he is. Was he happy? Was he a
good son or a rebel? Had he time enough
to fallin love? Was he lucky or unlucky?
Would Michael make it?
The doctor pokes his head around the
curtain to ask fur the morning lab work.
"I didn't check the computer yet.
Gimme a minute and ..."
"I'll get it!" says Dr. Smiley.
"Thanks," she yells back.

Just A Name
Joan looks back at Michael and feels
close to him, and sad. She wishes she
could see his face. Itisdifficulttoidentify
the ,.feeling she has, because she never
cared fur someone with no identity. Many
of her patients are comatose in apparent
peaceful sleep much of the time. But they
still have a face with eyes and cheeks and
hair and lips. The only thing Michael has
is his name and his perfect physique.
Sometimes patient's identities are lost to
diseasesor bed numbers, but this is really
unfair.
The doctor returns with the computer
print-out, unscarred and cheerful. They
discuss the plan to support all systems,
but proceed to evaluate fur brain death.
They plan to arrange a family conference
and prepare the family fur the unpleasant
news. Then he is called away to an
emergency.
From then, it turns into one of those
busy days of too many admissions, and
too little resources; the brain death diagnosis is taking longer than anticipated.
Joan views this as a time to allow the
Poge4

parents to be with their son. She finds
herself spending a lot of time talking to
themaboutMichael. She wants to know all
about him. She encourages them to talk to
him and not be afraid to touch him.
"Do you have a picture ofMichael?" she
asks.
They do. She keeps it, taped to the bed.
"I'm going to coffee break now,you two
stay here. If you need anything, ask fur
Ruth. She is covering fur me," saysJoan.

What's Wrong With Joan?
"Do you think we'll be able to remove
the bandages from his head?" his mother
asks.
"I'll check," Joan answers.
Joan enters the nurses' lounge where
everyone is complaining about one thing
or another. There is barely a pause between the price of a cup of coffee and the
boyfriend who went hunting all weekend.
Joan doesn't chime in today. She is absorbed in the mother's request. Sheusually
likes a good complaining session, but today
these words sound petty, and senseless.
She goes to the ladies' room. When she
does, the other nurses begin to wonder,
what's wrong with Joan?
"She'sbeen hidingin her room allmorning. Maybe she had a fight with her husband", they conclude.
She walks back into the silent room.
"Hi,Joan", says Tina. "Areyouok?"
"Yeah, I'm just sad fur this kid and his
parents. We're waiting to do an apnea test.
His parents want to see his face. I don't
know how bad it is under those bandages"
"Oh, gross!"saysPatty. "Don'tletthem!
Who'd want to see their kid so messed up."
"They may never see him again?" says
Joan.
"It's best they remember him ashewas",
says Helen.

Don't Do It
Don't do it, Joan is the consensus. But
in her heart, she wants to help the parents
see his face again. Is her own curiousity
playing a role?
When she returns to the bedside, she is
still pondering the pros and cons. She
doesn't bring up the subject.
Soon the apnea test and neurological
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assessment confirms the diagnosis. Everyone meets with the parents. Joan tri
to hold back as she comforts them, bu.
soon she is crying with them.
"Please, can we see his face?" his
mother cries.
"Let me ask the doctor".
"No," the doctor says, "they don't
want to see his face. It won't look like
their son anyway".
Bynow,Joan is convinced they should
make their own decision. She tells the
parents it would be bestnot to remove the
bandages. They agreed and understood.
She half wishes they would have insisted,
and together they'd pull the curtain and
look at Michael.
Joan, the doctor, and his parents stood
by asMichael left this world. For him, no
more sunrise, no more songs, no more
laughter or tears. Joan witnessed every
mother's nightmare. It wasn't the first or
the last time. She thinks of her sons.
There are angels praying somewhere, she
can feel them. But, even faith doesn't rule
over the sadness of these moments. Sp~
wished it would.

Why No One Came
Afterwards, she understands why no
one came to help her with the body.
Everyone is stressed today. In fact, it
wasn't a great week. There was a death of
a long-term patient with whom everyone
had grown close. The head nurse was
covering another unit until a replacement was chosen, as their head nurse
resigned. So she was not accessiblelately.
Then the charge nurse interrupted
Joan's thought as she came over to the
bedside.
"Do you need any help?" asks Ruth.
Joan saw past her to the unit. Everyone looked very busy. She realized that
she was hiding, taking her good old time
while everyone else was running around.
"Thanks. Just help me turn him and
then he's ready, and so am I."
jeans children got a few extra kisses
that night. But as she tried to fall asleep,
her thoughts were of Michael, and if sr
had done all she could fur him.
Sue O'Neill, RN
Shock Trauma Unit
Nursing Voice

dluch time was spent preparing
for the Peer Support Tetmt.
Meetingr, educational progrmns
on group dynamics and practice
sessions prepared the team.

Sometimes Even The Strongest
Nurses Need A Little Help ...

Your fear
escalates as the
blinding
interrogation
lights are
switched on

I believe it's a
sign of strength
rather than
weakness.
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Indulge, if you will, in a few moments of
fantasy. Allow my words to guide your imagination ....
You and a group of your co-workers are led
into a large, cold, desolate room by a sinister
woman with long, curved fingernails and a black
cape. She bears a striking resemblance to the
nasty witch in your favorite Disney classic. You
know that if she offered you any fruit, you'd
refuse on the spot!
Her two assistants, one more ugly than the
other, with warts, blackened teeth and other
assorted body disfigurements, shoveyou through
the door.
You fall into cold, hard circular placed chairs
which immediately clamp shining steel bands
around your wrists and ankles. Yourfirst impressions are, needless to say,not positive.
Your fear escalates as the blinding interrogation lights are switched on. With each new visual
and tactile assault, you and your peers scream
with terror while the witch and her helpers cackle
and squeal with delight as they send electric
shock wavesrandomly through your imprisoned
bodies.
"Quiet!", she rages. "So, you called the Peer
Support Team, did you!? Well, here we are you
poor, weak, incompetent fools, hee, hee, hee!!"
Okay, okay, enough you say! Don't be ridiculous! Yes, this is quite contrived. The entire
Team has had manicures and teeth bonding.
Okay, I'll stop. I hope you don't mind me using
a little exaggeration and absurdity to make a
point. What are your real or imagined fears or
concerns about the Peer Support Team?
This group exists solely for you. Yes, even
Spring, 1992

though we are nurses - strong, compassionate,
level-headed, "together" people - sometimes we
need help. Why? Because we are human beings
with needs, frailties, concerns, wounds just like
everyone else in this world.
Do you need to talk, get perspective, air some
gripes,moumaco-workerorspecialpatient-you
name it - Peer Support Team will be there!
"Nurses helping nurses" - hey, that's a novel idea!
Every nurse knows that there seems to be an
unwritten law in Nursing that says "Nurses eat
their young".
Peer Support is here to nurture, encourage,
understand, share, help unburden and clarify
your issues, problems and difficult situations.
The individuals with whom you will interact
are your peers - warm, sensitive, caring, concerned people. lean assureyou that none of these
folks have warts or blackened teeth.
Anyone with a concern can call. Basicinformation will be requested and then the facilitator
will make contact with you to discuss the appropriateness and details. No one need ever know
who raised the issue or concern. Confidentiality
is a cherished and respected point for every team
member. We want you to feel confident of that
fact.
It's really not so unreasonable to think that
sometimes you could use a little help to sort
things out. I believe it's a sign of strength rather
than weakness. So don't be afraid to take the risk
to call when you need a hand. I promise you'll
never have to deal with my imagined scene. Ifyou
do - I'll eat the poisoned apple!
Andy Parry, RN
GICUE-W
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Nurse - Patient
Relationships
I would like nothing more but to reach out
and hold you in your desperation
and tell you everything is going to be fine
as you visit your family member.
But I cannot.
I cannot lie to you - or to myself
I hold back instead
My heart breaking at your very words you speak
to your loved one - the one that you knew
not the one I know.
You ask me how can I do this
how can I just watch him suffer.

Donna Kunsman:
A Remembrance
Nursing UJice spoke with a close
friend of Donna. They had spent
that Valentine's Day together with
some close friends. It was filled with
pleasantrelaxation and girltalk.They
called themselves slugs on days like
this and Donna was queen.
She was a real good friend giving, agreeable and happy. She had
a special and abundant laughter.
Donna was confident and sure, but
nota fighter. She'dratherwalkaway
from a fight. She didn't dwell on the
negative. If she was sad or angry,
she'd show it, but quickly move on.
Her friends miss her.
The nurses and doctors on 5A
miss her, too. She was a good nurse.
Two others who knew her briefly
were at the service to comfort her
family,friends and peers. They were
patients she'd cared for. One told
how Donna encouraged him after
his accident. He didn't want to walk;
it hurt too much - it was too hard.
But it was Donna who inspired him
and he was grateful.
There is a big, empty space when
this world loses someone like Donna
- nurse, friend, sister, child. May all
the goodness and love she gave us be
lessons to help us.
Page 6

In my heart, I know I cannot
leave his side
As we fight together for every breath
during every little quintessimal second
in our survival - together.
You see, we are one I am his eyes, ears, mind and voice
as he lay silent in the bed before you.
I am his guardian and protectorate
from all who come to his bedside.
My heart wrenches as I watch you come in to visit minute by minute
hour by hour
day by dayto tell him you love him - you are there fur him.
He cannot say thank you we cannot say anything held back by our chemical,
technical and professional binds
tying us together,
yet separately from you.
Together, we echo our sorrow
myoureyes
from our hearts
through your eyes.
We do not know what the next moment,
let alone tomorrow will bring
We cannot ease your mind
as you visit
We are sorry - so sorry
I am so sorry
Joanne M. Bartelmo, RN
Shock Trauma Unit
Spring, 1992
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Tragedies: How
They Impact Staff
Tragedies with loss of life are part of
ur work environment in the trauma
unit. The holiday season brought multiple victims from same families. There
were young children and subsequent loss
of life.
The third time this happened in six
weeksbrought staffto the breakingpoint.
Usually the nurses go to other patients'
bedsides, inquire about their injuries and
status and offer assistance. Now nurses
did not freely go to other bedsides, inquire or offer assistance as readily as they
usually would. They helped when requested, but they were placing a distance
between themselves and the painful experiences.
Astheir head nurse, Heel theimpactof
these tragedies on the nurses as individuals. How are they coping with this? What
are they taking home? What will their
reaction be when the next trauma patient
comes in? Will they be able to continue
to be supportive of families? I spoke with
many of the nurses on a one to one basis.
But, we never, as a group, had the oppor.mityto share our feelings and deal with
them.
Several weeks after this, another head
nurse and I had the occasion to discussthe
impact of these tragedies on our staff. We
felt that an acute care hospital with many
stressful situations should be doing more
to acknowledge the stress in our work
environment. We should have a program
to address it and prevent problems associated with chronic stress. This led to
months of discussion and planning and
eventually to the formation of the Peer
Support Program.
Marilyn Guidi, RN
Head Nurse, Shock Trauma

Our career is intense and task-oriented. Unrelieuedstress can manifest itselfby fatigue or headache.

Theta Rho Chapter Activities
During the past year, a number of staff
members from The Allentown HospitalLehigh Valley Hospital Center have been
activelyinvolved in activitiesof Theta Rho
Chapter of Sigma Theta Tau International
at Cedar Crest College.
At the September 19 Research Conference sponsored by the Teacher-Practitioner-Researcher group, and supported by
Theta Rho, Kathleen Lucke presented a
paper on "The EffectofHyperoxygenation
and Hyperinflation associated with Endotracheal Suctioning in Adult Head Injured
Patients".
Poster presentations were done byTheta
Rho members - Terry Capuano, Kim
Hitchings, Kim DeLuca, Constance
Molchany and Karen Peterson.
Among the fourteeninductedinto membership of Theta Rho on November 3 at
Hotel Bethlehem were Joan Skumanick,
Patricia Vaccaro,MonicaMorekin-Serfass
and Sandra Derby. Membership in the

A Reminder
On April 9, Lehigh ValleyHospital willbe the new name fur HealthEastlnc.ffhe
Allentown Hospital-Lehigh ValleyHospital Center. It's one hospital operating on
two main sites: 17th & Chew and Cedar Crest & 1-78. To help everyone become
familiar with the new name, those who answer telephones are asked to say,"Lehigh
Valley Hospital, (your unit or department), (your name).
Also,onJ une 1,Lehigh ValleyHospital will get its own, distinct telephone prefix.
Allhospital extensions will then be preceded with the prefix 402 instead of77 6,778,
821, and 798.
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society is based on scholastic achievementand demonstrated potential furleadership and research in nursing.
Theta Rho Chapter is one of 301
chapters worldwide. Chanered in 1986,
the chapter has a membership of almost
300, both graduates from Cedar Crest
College and nurses who are recognized as
leaders in the nursing community.
Among the chapter's scholarly activities are the co-sponsorship of programs
with other professional organizations, including the Tri-State Research Conference to be held on March 20, 1992 in
Philadelphia; the awarding of a nursing
award to a seniornursingstudent; and the
awarding of an annual research grant.
In 1991, the research grant was presented to a group at Lehigh ValleyHospital Center - Bonnie Kosman, Marian
Hoffinan, Karen Landis, and Christine
Niznik. Kathleen Luckeiscurrentlychairing the Research Committee which is
seeking proposals from Theta Rhomembers for consideration in Spring 1992.
. The Chapter holds its meetings at
Cedar Crest College and invites attendance by its members as well as others
who are interested in programs devoted
to scholarship, leadership, and research
in nursing.
Anne Wmlder, RN
Theta Rho
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Trauma Awareness
Plans Include
Reception, Tours
May is designated as National Trauma
Awareness Month by the American Trauma
Society.
Trauma nurses have chosen the week of
May 18-22 to celebrate trauma awareness
throughout the hospital and the Lehigh
Valley community. Last year the focus was
"The Many Faces of Trauma Nursing."
This year, we plan to build on the previous year and incorporate more hospital
and community participation. Our goal is
to make the communityaware of our strong
commitment to the trauma patient and the
trauma system.
As a Level 1 trauma center, we are also
responsible to promote trauma awareness
and prevention. This year's theme is:
Trauma Centers: Giving Life A Second
Chance.
We've planned a reception, with invitations to over 100 patients. We are very
excited to see them again.

C'mon ...Express Yourself!
Nursing Voice editorial board is interested in establishing contributing,
writers for each issue. We have also discussed changing the fonnatfrom
a theme focus and offer a wider variety of stories in each issue, in the
hopes of hearing more from our readers (since you don't know what
theme we are working on).
We introduce these ideas to you with a creative and free form essay
contest. Please don't be shy! You may be pleasantly surprised to discover
an unknown talent and continue writing for Nursing Voice.

And you would win money!
So give your minds a workout. Pump up your creativity and reap the
rewards of writing. Keep in mind what poet James Lowell wrote: "In
creating, the only hard thing's to begin; a grass-blade's no easier to make
than an oak."

The Details
"Reflections of Nursing: A creative and free form essay of the writer's
choice about any aspect of their lives that has, in some way, been affected
by nursing."

1st Place: $350

In addition to a lobby display, planned
activities include:

2nd Place: $100

Monday, May 18
Tours of the Shock Trauma for hospital
personnel.

Tuesday, May 19
Tfauma Nursing Update - Research
Study: Patterns of Coping in Trauma Patients
(PNA CEUs pending)

Wednesday, May 20
"Tommy Trauma Day" - An educational program for area school age children, including a coloring contest.

Thursday, May 21
Trauma Nursing Update - Code Red:
One of Our Own. The experience of a nurse
who was a trauma patient. (PNA CEUs
pending).

3rd Place: $50
Entries must be legibly written or typed, a maximum of2-112 doublespaced typewritten pages. Deadline June 1, 1992. Members of the
Nursing Voice editorial board are not eligible.
Send entries to Susan O'Neill, Shock Trauma Unit, Cedar Crest & 178. Questions? Call ext. 8930.
Wmners and honorable mentions will be published in the summer issue
of Nursing Voice. Funds are provided by Friends of Nursing and the
Professional Nurse Council.

Friday, May 22

Friends of Nursing Funds Peer Support

Trauma Recognition Reception. A reception for patients and families who have
survived traumatic situations as a result of
our trauma system, including presentations from thephysicians,nurses and ancillary personnel who gave them "a second
chance at life."

Friends of Nursing is providing vital support to the Peer Support Team project. A
grant of$l 000 from Friends of Nursing will be instrumental in ensuring appropriate
publicity for the program. Friends of Nursing special projects grants of this type are
administered through Professional Nurse Council.
FriendsofNursingisalsoproviding$500totheeducationcommitteeoftheShock~
Trauma Unit to assist with activities during Trauma Awareness Week, May 18-22

Susan O'Neill
Shock Trauma Unit
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New Telephone Number 776-8261
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